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When the first DNA genome was sequenced by Frederick 
Sanger in 1977, the results solved a perplexing mystery that 
had bothered scientists for some time. Previous analy
sis of the proteins produced by bacteriophage φX174  
during infection seemed to require coding sequences 
(CDSs) longer than the measured length of the phage 
genome1. The mystery was solved when analysis of  
the genome sequence revealed extensive overlap between 
coding regions, with the internal scaffolding gene over
lapping the genome replication gene and the lysis gene 
embedded entirely within the external scaffolding 
gene1,2. The compressed nature of these viral genes led 
to the conclusion that hidden within the genome could 
be other undiscovered sites of polypeptide synthesis2. 
Further refinement of the φX174 gene model showed 
an alternative start site within the genome replication 
gene A that produced a truncated protein with an iden
tical CDS to the Cterminus of the A protein but hold
ing a distinct function3,4. Thus, overlapping genes have 
been observed from the very beginning of sequencing 
and genomics. Since then, overlapping genes, and more 
specifically open reading frames (ORFs) and CDSs, have 
become a common genetic feature described during  
viral genome annotation5, including within the SARS 
CoV2 genome6. However, until recently, their true 
abundance and importance was overlooked outside of 
the realm of viral genomics7 and their discovery and 
annotation within cellular genomes have generally been 
treated as unique and idiosyncratic.

Today, we are seeing a renaissance of the field owing 
to the rapid advancement of genomescale protein and 
RNA measurement tools and increasingly advanced 
prediction algorithms (Box 1), which have collectively 
revealed an abundance of overlapping genes and ORFs 
within cellular genomes. Recent work on the human 

genome has placed estimates of overlapping features 
much higher than previously thought8,9, encompassing 
26% of all proteincoding genes10. This estimate will 
likely increase in the future as small oRFs (sORFs) encod
ing microproteins are increasingly being found in the 
human genome within previously annotated genes11–13.

In this Review, we define a gene overlap in eukary
otes when at least one nucleotide is shared between the 
outermost boundaries of the primary transcripts of two or 
more genes, such that a DNA base mutation at the point 
of overlap would affect transcripts of all genes involved 
in the overlap (Fig. 1a, top). Thus, overlapping genes 
as defined here include 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions 
(UTRs) as well as introns. overlapping oRFs and CDSs, 
which are components of genes, are distinctly defined 
here as when the overlap occurs in a sequence region 
of two or more genes that encode protein in the mature 
transcript such that a DNA base mutation at the point 
of overlap would alter a codon and potentially the pro
tein sequence of one or more members of the overlap. 
We define a gene overlap in prokaryotes and viruses as 
when the CDSs of two genes share a nucleotide either 
on the same or opposite strands (Fig. 1a, bottom). These 
definitions are compatible with a recently updated, 
communitydriven effort to create consensus classifica
tions of noncanonical ORFs, of which overlaps are one 
example14.

Here, we review overlapping genes as fundamental 
features of both cellular and viral genomes. We first dis
cuss the diverse topologies and functions of overlapping 
genes in natural genomes across prokaryotes, eukary
otes and viruses. We then highlight their importance for 
synthetic biology approaches, as bioengineers are both 
faced with disentangling CDSs to refactor gene clusters 
and whole genomes and inspired to implement these 
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features in synthetic genetic constructs to control pro
tein expression and slow evolution. We limit our discus
sion to proteincoding and RNAcoding regions within 
genomes that partially or completely overlap at least one 
other gene. For information on ORFs localized entirely 
within 5′ or 3′ UTRs, which itself is a rapidly evolving 
field, we direct readers to other works15,16.

Overlapping gene topology and function
Studying overlapping genes across cellular and viral 
genomes reveals different patterns of overlap topolo
gies that vary in frequency between prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes8,17. The reasons for these observed patterns 
are either more frequent biogenesis of certain types, evo
lutionary selection for retention of certain topologies or 
a combination of the two. At the moment, no consensus 
exists for the relative importance of these two factors, 
that is, creation versus retention. Overlap is thought 
to arise from at least six mechanisms that result in one 
gene becoming entangled with another, either through 
sequence extension9,18,19, rearrangement of existing 
genes20,21, or de novo gene and ORF creation within an 
existing gene22.

Three directional overlap topologies are possi
ble (Fig.  1b). Unidirectional overlaps (→→) occur 
between genes encoded on the same strand and may 
be further categorized according to the reading frame 
for overlapping ORFs. The remaining two topolo
gies occur between genes on opposite strands and are 
called convergent (→←) and divergent (←→) (Fig. 1b). 
Unidirectional overlaps are more frequent in genomes 
of viruses and bacteria5,17, whereas the divergent and 
convergent overlaps are more frequent in eukaryote 
genomes10,23. The way the two genes interact can be 
described as either overlapped, with only part of each 
gene sequence occupying the same genomic region, or 
nested (Fig. 1c), whereby the entire extent of one gene is 
enclosed within the borders of a larger gene. The rela
tionship between overlapping and nested genes has been 
described in other ways, including ‘internal–external’20 
or ‘mother–daughter’ genes24.

The different ways that genes are defined in prokary
otes and eukaryotes in the literature has possibly biased 
estimates of the prevalent types of overlaps between 
these groups. For example, in prokaryotic and virus liter
ature, gene overlaps are only considered when the CDSs 
of the genes overlap5,17, whereas in eukaryotic literature 
overlaps are more often considered between the primary 
transcript boundaries10,25 (Fig. 1a). The effect of these dif
ferent definitions is that certain types of overlap seem to 
be more prevalent in eukaryotes versus prokaryotes but, 
if the same definitions were used for both, these apparent 
differences could in fact disappear. For instance, over
lapping CDSs have certain constraints on relative read
ing frame and sequence composition26,27 that overlaps 
between 5′ and 3′ UTR do not. Within the limitations 
posed by the way overlapping genes are described in 
the literature, we compare and discuss prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic gene overlap from both their idiosyncratic 
aspects as well as their similarities, where present.

Prokaryotes. Overlapping CDSs within prokaryotic 
genomes have been reported in both bacteria28–30 and 
archaea31 and, on average, 27% of CDSs in these groups 
are involved in at least one instance of overlap19. Across 
prokaryotes, the frequency of CDS overlap within a 
genome seems to be constant regardless of genome 
size17,32, although certain groups can deviate sharply 
from this pattern. For example, intracellular microbial 
parasites show a weak correlation between genome size 
and the number of overlapping CDSs33.

In prokaryotic genomes, 84% of CDS overlaps are 
unidirectional17 (→→) and produced through start 
codon or stop codon loss, resulting in one member of a 

Box 1 | Identifying overlapping genes and ORFs

Genome annotation is the bedrock against which genome-scale measurements are 
compared, with most bioinformatics pipelines today annotating genomes through a 
combination of sequence alignments and hidden Markov modelling. however, many of 
these standardized methods may be inappropriate for the discovery of overlapping genes 
because they are reliant on already curated genes, where overlapping genes are poorly 
represented and contain atypical sequence composition40,41,176. For example, the raST177 
pipeline uses both ab initio (GlIMMer) and sequence homology steps (SeeD genome 
database) to annotate genomes178 but markedly penalizes overlaps between predicted 
open reading frames (orFs), which potentially misses vital features177. Furthermore, 
genome annotation standards are biased against feature overlaps, especially genes 
“completely contained in another gene”179. The solution may be custom algorithms tailored 
for overlap mapping that have been created specifically for viral genome annotations (for 
example, olGenie180) and annotation pipelines based on hidden Markov models trained on 
databases of experimentally confirmed overlapping genes181. Some tools, such as 
Glimmer3 and BG7, are more tolerant of overlapping orFs by retaining candidate orFs 
even if they overlap other predicted orFs182,183. New annotation databases, such as 
openProt184, are being created in response to the growing realization that eukaryotic 
gene models need to include polycistronic transcripts with non-auG initiation sites185.

Proteogenomic methods, including bottom-up proteomics and ribosome profiling,  
in combination with DNa sequencing and perturbation, have been critical for the 
identification of overlapping genes. Mass spectrometry-based proteomic techniques are 
used mainly to confirm the expression of gene products based on genomic sequence 
annotation and are notionally limited by the quality of annotations. Most commonly, 
proteomics is performed using shotgun tandem mass spectrometry, whereby proteolytic 
peptide digests are ionized and sequenced based on peptide fragment ion 
mass-to-charge ratios, thus providing primary evidence of translated gene products. 
however, for large-scale studies, MS data must be computationally matched to in silico 
digests of the theoretical proteome. unbiased six-frame genome translations can be used 
to maximize the proteome ‘search space’ but are rarely implemented due to expanded 
computational analysis time and high false-discovery rates186. In addition, recent studies 
have shown unexpectedly strong non-auG translation initiation187,188, which are not 
accounted for in standard six-frame auG translations. N-terminal peptide enrichment 
strategies can be used to identify sites of translation initiation, regardless of start codon 
used189,190, but the database needs to already include these candidates. Despite these 
considerations, proteomic measurements can be powerful, with one study identifying 
1,259 alternative proteins produced from previously annotated human transcripts191.

complementary to mass spectrometry proteomics, ribosome profiling (ribo-Seq) is a 
method that involves capturing ribosomes as they decode mrNa and sequencing the 
section of the transcript bound by the ribosome192. In particular, the translation 
initiation site ribo-Seq variant, which uses inhibitors to pause ribosomes on the start 
codon, has revealed an abundance of new translation initiation sites within transcripts 
in prokaryotic29, eukaryotic11 and viral genomes193–195.

rNa sequencing alone can also identify genomic regions with overlapping 
transcripts. For example, 180,000 alternate orFs within previously annotated coding 
regions were found in humans66, and a transcription start site profiling study in 
Helicobacter pylori identified pervasive transcription on the opposite strand of 
canonical genes (that is, antisense transcription)196.

overlapping orFs discovered using the above methods have been verified using a 
variety of reverse genetics approaches, including crISPr–cas9 and catalytically dead 
cas9 (dcas9) disruption11,12,65, as well as an attempt at proof-by-synthesis to establish 
the absence of any undiscovered overlapping genes197.

Open reading frames
(oRFs). A continuous stretch  
of nucleotides, on genome or 
transcript, that are bounded  
by a start and stop codon.

Small ORFs
(soRFs). oRFs that are equal to 
or less than 300 nt in length.
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pair of adjacent nonoverlapped CDSs expanding their 
coding sequence into their adjacent partner (Fig. 2a,b). 
Sequence analysis shows that stop codon loss of the 
upstream partner is the most frequent mechanism for 
unidirectional overlap creation32,34. Start codon loss 
of the downstream partner and de novo start codon 
creation within an existing CDS (Fig. 2c) also generate 
unidirectional overlaps18,32. Over 98% of currently iden
tified unidirectional overlaps are less than 60bp long, 
with the vast majority of these short overlaps either 1 bp 
or 4 bp overlapping start and stop codons (TA[A]TG, 
TG[A]TG, or [ATGA])17,35. This overlap motif may be 
intimately tied to prokaryotic operons, where clusters of 

related genes are under the regulatory control of a sin
gle promoter, and overlapping start and stop codons of 
their respective CDSs may facilitate enhanced regulatory 
control through translational coupling between adjacent 
partners36.

Convergent (→←) and divergent (←→) overlaps 
(Fig. 1b) are observed at lower frequencies in prokaryotes 
compared with eukaryotes, and similar to unidirectional 
overlaps, are biased towards short overlap lengths35. 
Short convergent overlaps are strongly biased towards 
4bp stop codon overlaps owing to the incompatibility 
of forwardstrand stop codons (TAA, TAG, TGA) with 
reversestrand stop codons (TTA, CTA, TCA) in any 
other configuration37. Divergent overlaps (Fig. 1b) do not 
have strong phase biases but are substantially rarer than 
convergent overlaps38, which is likely due to the pres
ence of critical sequence structures in the 5′end of CDSs 
that impose additional evolutionary constraints on the  
successful retention of these overlap topologies.

It is currently unclear whether the commonness of 
short tandem start–stop overlaps compared to long 
nested overlaps (Fig. 1b) is a result of biology or merely 
reflects our ease to detect them. Despite increasing 
numbers of fully nested CDSs within prokaryotes 
being discovered due to a convergence of proteomic 
and ribosome profiling methods (Box 1), the idea that 
many more long nested overlaps within prokaryotes 
remain to be discovered is contentious19,35 and genome 
annotation pipelines are biased against their existance39. 
The unusual sequence characteristics of long overlap
ping CDSs may have also contributed to the difficulty 
of their discovery, resulting in undercounting40,41. One 
reason put forward to explain why long nested over
laps should be rare includes the evolutionary burden of 
maintaining larger overlaps, although evidence to the 
contrary showing positive selection at overlaps27,42,43 shows 
that this explanation may be too simplistic. Selection 
for long convergent overlaps has been shown to have 
a strong reading frame bias and it has been suggested 
that retention involves positive selection at the birth of 
the overlap, followed by purifying selection afterwards27. 
Recently, an overlapping proteinencoding CDS with 
extensive 603 bp overlap has been discovered embedded 
in the highly conserved ompA gene in enterohaemor
rhagic Escherichia coli44, showing that, with improved 
measurement tools, more of these long nested overlaps 
may be discovered42.

While the precise selective forces governing the reten
tion of long unidirectional CDS overlaps in prokaryotes 
are unknown, the selective forces governing the reten
tion of some short stop–start overlaps likely act through 
their enhancing effect on gene expression36 (Fig. 3a,b). 
Furthermore, overlapping CDS frequency is higher in 
fastgrowing thermophilic organisms, which suggests 
that genome streamlining is an adaptive strategy for fast 
growth at high temperatures45,46. Mechanistically, over
laps between start and stop codons of adjacent unidirec
tional CDSs provide additional benefits for translational 
coupling47–50 and ribosome reinitiation48,50 (Fig. 3a,b) in 
addition to benefits already provided by operons51,52. The 
menaquinone biosynthesis pathway in E. coli is an exam
ple of multiple gene members connected via overlapped 
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Fig. 1 | Overlapping gene definition and topologies. a | Gene overlap definitions differ 
between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. (Top) Eukaryote overlaps are most frequently 
defined as overlaps between the boundaries of the primary transcript, shown here in the 
shaded region. Often, the overlap is only between the 5′ untranslated region (UTR) or  
3′ UTR of both transcripts (5′ UTR overlap shown)10,170. (Bottom) In contrast, prokaryote  
and virus genes are only considered to overlap if their coding sequences overlap5,27.  
Thin boxes denote 5′ and 3′ UTRs while thick boxes are coding sequences. Arrowheads 
indicate the extent of the consensus definition of gene boundaries within studies 
referenced in this review. b | Genes and open reading frames (ORFs) can be overlapped  
in one of three topologies. Unidirectional (also called tandem) overlaps occur between 
genes and ORFs on the same strand. Divergent (also called head-to-head) overlaps occur 
between genes and ORFs on opposite strands that overlap at their 5′-ends. Convergent 
(also called tail-to-tail) overlaps occur between genes and ORFs on opposite strands that 
overlap at the 3′-ends27. c | Gene and ORF interactions can be either overlapped, where 
only limited portions of each gene or ORF are overlapping, or nested, where the entire 
sequence of one partner falls within the boundaries of the other.
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A transcribed RNA molecule, 
containing both exons and 
introns, prior to undergoing 
post-transcriptional processing 
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length divisible by three and 
begin with a translation start 
codon and end at a stop codon.
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stop–start sites within a single operon across all three 
reading frames (Fig. 4a).

Functional entanglement of overlapped CDSs 
can act on their retention over evolutionary selec
tion beyond gene expression levels. For example, the 

overlapping drrA/drrB genes encode an efflux pump 
for the anticancer agent doxorubicin in the production 
strain Streptomyces peucetius. When the overlap was dis
rupted, the expression levels of DrrA and DrrB proteins 
remained unchanged and membrane trafficking was 
unaffected but functional assembly of the protein com
plex was lost47. Correct protein complex assemply has 
been revealed to be spatially regulated at the translation 
level for genes linked in operons, which may explain the 
DrrA/DrrB finding47,53. Overlap functions such as this 
are likely to be prevalent for overlapped CDSs given the 
functional assortment of genes involved in overlap54.

Eukaryotes. In eukaryotic genomes, the prevalence of 
overlapping genes is difficult to assess because of the  
inconsistent nomenclature that is used to describe  
the relationship between the genes, their 5′ or 3′ UTRs, 
and CDSs. Unlike prokaryotes, classifications and studies  
of overlapping genes in eukaryotes are as varied as their  
genome size and complexity. The predominant type of 
overlap is convergent8,10,23 (Fig. 1b), although generaliza
tion within eukaryotes is less useful given their genome 
diversity, which ranges from unicellular eukaryotes with 
compact, intronpoor genomes to complex, multicellu
lar eukaryotes with expanded genomes and high intron 
densities55,56.

Most overlapping genes in eukaryotes are classified as 
such because their 5′ or 3′ UTRs overlap57. Of those with 
overlaps between the start and stop codon boundaries 
of either member (Fig. 1a), introns provide an additional 
noncoding location for gene transcripts to overlap. 
When an entire ORF is contained within an overlapping 
gene’s intron it is referred to as intron nesting20,58. True 
exon–exon overlaps make up the minority of transcript 
overlap in eukaryotes8,23 but new technologies (Box 1) 
suggest that they may be more common than currently 
appreciated11,12.

Nested gene overlaps in eukaryotes occur most fre
quently within an intron of the larger partner as is the 
case for three antisense nested genes, EVI2A, EVI2B 
and OMG, within intron 27b of the human NF1 gene 
(Fig. 4b). Nested overlaps are thought to be created 
through four processes: (1) mobilization of a distal gene 
into the intron of another gene (for example, through 
retrotransposition), (2) de novo creation of an ORF within 
an intron of an existing gene, (3) one ORF is internal
ized after an adjacent gene acquires additional exons 
and (4) two external genes flanking another gene fuse, 
thus internalizing the other gene20 (Fig. 2). The introns 
that harbour nested genes are considerably longer than 
other introns, suggesting acquisition of an existing gene 
through retrotransposition, among other mechanisms, 
is a dominant process rather than de novo evolution21,59. 
However, evidence from metazoans shows that sev
eral de novo genes have emerged from introns in that 
lineage20,60. The extent of the nesting can vary from an 
internal gene with a single exon residing within the 
intron of an external gene (for example, H2BFS within 
HSF2BP in humans21) to multiple layered ‘Russian 
dolllike’ nestings in Drosophila melanogaster20.

Eukaryotic overlapping proteincoding genes are 
implicated in lineagespecific groups. For example, 
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Fig. 2 | Mechanisms of gene and ORF overlap creation. New overlaps can be created 
through a range of mechanisms and likely require numerous complementary 
developments to produce the appropriate sequence context for retention of gene or 
open reading frame (ORF) functionality. a | Mutations removing the start codon of a 
downstream ORF may result in the next available upstream start codon being utilized, 
which could be within an upstream ORF18. b | Mutational loss of a stop codon may result 
in the extension of an ORF. Similar to start codon loss, the next available stop codon may 
be utilized, which could be within a downstream ORF19. c | De novo generation of an ORF 
may begin with the creation of a start codon within an existing coding region through 
mutation and, in conjunction with a downstream stop codon, produces an overlapping 
ORF18. d | Non-coding intron sequences may acquire a start codon through mutation 
and, in conjunction with a downstream stop codon, produce a nested ORF20.  
e | Mutations that result in the de novo development of a sequence capable of recruiting 
transcriptional machinery (such as a promoter or enhancer) may result in a new 
overlapping gene171. f | Genome rearrangements, such as inversions and translocations, 
may result in distant non-overlapping genes becoming overlapped. This mechanism has 
been seen within human cancers. g | Mobile genetic elements carrying genes (such as 
transposons or proviral genes) may localize to within a gene, generating a new gene 
overlap172,173.
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Regions in the genome of 
prokaryotes that encode 
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the majority of vertebrate genes with overlapping tran
scripts are not conserved across species9,57 likely because 
overlapping genes tend to be young and frequently 
lost during evolutionary time57. A broad study of five 
welldescribed metazoan genomes (Caenorhabditis ele-
gans, Danio rerio, Drosophila melanogaster, Mus mus-
culus and human) found that, for proteincoding genes, 
transcript overlap is selected against and mainly species 
specific and the majority of new overlaps are in terminal 
noncoding exons25. Overlap between opposite strand 
exons containing coding sequence is also lineage spe
cific, with the mammalian genes THRA (which encodes 

thyroid hormone receptor alpha) and NR1D1 (which  
encodes nuclear receptor subfamily 1 group D member 1)  
displaying convergent overlap in the coding sequence 
portion of their 3′ exons, whereas marsupials seem to 
have lost this feature since their divergent evolution over 
90 million years ago. This change results in an absence, 
during marsupial development, of the TRα2 protein, a 
variant of the receptor unable to bind the hormone61.

Although rare, eukaryotes contain genes with CDS 
overlaps8,9,62,63 as well as overlaps that span exon–intron 
boundaries57,64. A communitydriven roadmap on 
translated ORFs has proposed that these overlapping 
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Fig. 3 | Selective pressures involved in retaining gene and ORF overlaps. a,b | Overlapping start and stop codons cause 
translation coupling between unidirectional overlapping open reading frames (ORFs) through unwinding of mRNA 
secondary structure around the ribosome binding site and start codon and by enhancing ribosome re-initiation48.  
c | Overlapping sequence regions cause mutations to affect more than one ORF, increasing fitness cost and preserving 
overlapped sequences under mutational pressure71,75. d | Encoding more ORFs in the same sequence region allows genetic 
novelty with reduced genome changes, which is particularly advantageous for viruses that have spatial constraints on 
genome size76,77. e | Sense–antisense gene and ORF overlap is frequently involved with gene expression regulation, 
including non-coding RNA and long non-coding RNA96. f | Transcriptional tuning from convergent overlapping genes and 
ORFs as a result of interactions between RNA polymerase collisions (transcriptional interference174,175).

Translational coupling
The interdependence of 
translation efficiency of 
overlapping CDSs, in particular 
for those with overlapping 
start–stop codons.

Positive selection
The process whereby the 
frequency of an allele in  
a population increases as a 
result of an increase of fitness 
of their carrier.

Purifying selection
The process whereby harmful 
alleles are eliminated from a 
population. Also known as 
negative selection.

Retrotransposition
The movement of genetic 
information from one genomic 
location to another through an 
RNA intermediary.
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CDSs be annotated as novel genes despite the shared 
locus14. The recently described altRPL36 ORF65 (Fig. 4c) 
is one such example of a gene possessing two distinct 
and functional CDSs overlapping the same genomic 
sequence. These alternative oRFs66 are often functionally 
related and implicated in a range of human diseases12,67. 
For example, the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor 2A 
(p16INK4a) and tumour suppressor ARF, which regulate 
the tumour suppressors retinoblastoma protein (RB) and 
p53 transcription factor68, are produced as alternatively 
spliced transcripts from what is now considered the 
same gene (CDKN2A), even though the proteins do not 
share sequence or structural similarity, and the E1b exon 
that produces the ARF protein is ~20 kb upstream of the 
other CDKN2A exons68. Similarly, a recently discovered 
nested overlapping ORF within the FUS ORF (altFUS) 

is associated with neurodegeneration69 and altAtaxin is 
mutated in spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (ReF.64).

Viruses. The topology of overlapping genes in viruses 
is determined both by the host cell type as well as by 
constraints unique to viruses. Despite viruses having 
diverse genomes (RNA or DNA in singlestranded or 
doublestranded form) and lifestyles, overlapping CDSs 
are found across all known virus groups5,70. The pro
portion of viruses with overlapping CDSs within their 
genomes varies from doublestranded RNA viruses 
having fewer than a quarter to almost threequarters of 
retroviridae (singlestranded RNA using reverse tran
scriptase) and singlestranded DNA genomes containing 
overlapping CDSs5. Segmented viruses, those with the 
genome split into separate pieces and packaged either all 
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in the same capsid or in separate capsids, are more likely 
to contain an overlap than nonsegmented viruses5. 
The retention of overlapping CDSs in viruses has been 
attributed to enabling evolutionary rate reduction and 
increasing mutational robustness71,72 as well as being a 
result of capsid size limitations73.

The role of overlapping genes in reducing the rate of 
viral evolution has been most intensively examined in 
RNA viruses, which have higher mutation rates, smaller 
genomes and less CDS overlap than DNA viruses of 
comparable length5,73,74. Studies have supported the 
notion that CDS overlap increases hypersensitivity to 
mutation (as a mutation on average would affect more 
than one CDS)26 but that genome (or population) muta
tional robustness is increased overall71 (Fig. 3c). This has 
been eloquently demonstrated with the overlapping rev 
and tat genes of the RNA virus HIV1 (ReF.75). Functional 
segregation is observed between the overlapped regions, 
facilitating the purging of possible deleterious mutations; 
that is, important nucleotide or amino acid regions of 
one gene overlap regions subject to fewer constraints in 
the other75.

Thus, given that gene overlap regions are likely pro
tective and increase fitness, why then do RNA viruses 
have fewer overlapping genes than DNA viruses with 
lower mutation rates and less restrictive genome sizes?5,73 
The answer may lie in the balancing of different selec
tion pressures. For instance, the lower mutation rate of 
DNA viruses facilitates greater genomic novelty and evo
lutionary exploration within a structurally constrained 
genome and may therefore be the primary driver of gene 
overlaps76,77 (Fig. 3d). By contrast, in RNA viruses, over
laps may primarily be a means for maintaining muta
tional robustness in the face of higher mutational rates 
(Fig. 3c)71,75 as exemplified with the population fitness 
advantage conferred by the rev and tat overlap of HIV1 
(ReF.75).

Virus capsid size restrictions driving the evolution 
of gene overlaps has been a focal point of investigation 
due to early observations of dramatic viability loss in 
viruses with genomes engineered to be longer than wild 
type78. For instance, increasing the singlestranded DNA 
genome length of ΦX174 by >1% results in almost com
plete loss of infectivity79. This is thought to be the result 
of the strict physical constraints imposed by the finite 
capsid volume and, as such, any evolutionary innova
tion must be facilitated in the existing sequence space 
(Fig. 3d) rather than by increasing genome length. This 
idea is supported by work with adenoassociated viruses 
as gene delivery vectors, where viral packaging is con
strained by genetic cargo size limits80, necessitating the 
use of multiple vectors to deliver large human genes 
such as CFTR81. Studies have shown a strong prevalence 
of overlapping CDS births in the +2 frame over the +3 
frame40,77, which is likely due to two factors: mutational 
bias, whereby start codons are more prevalent in the +2 
reading frame relative to known CDSs40,74, and recent 
evidence suggesting that the sequence of known CDSs in 
the +2/–2 reading frames preserves key physicochemical 
properties of the original sequence82.

The seemingly simple relationship between genome 
and capsid has also been questioned. Combined 

structural and genomic data have shown that most 
viruses do not fully utilize the available internal space 
of the capsid76. Furthermore, viruses are highly biased 
towards short overlaps, with the vast majority less than 
50 nt (ReF.5) in length, overall negatively correlated with 
genome length70, with absolute nucleotide overlap 
summed across the genome rarely exceeding 1,500 nt 
(ReF.76). This distribution of overlap length within viruses 
points towards overlaps being favoured for several dif
ferent reasons, with short CDS overlaps enabling trans
lational coupling, whereas long overlaps being retained 
mainly when they generate genetic novelty that increases 
fitness. For example, a 4nt (ATGA) stop–start over
lap within a Totivirus directs coupled translation of 
the CDSs83, whereas a 276nt overlap in phage ΦX174 
between its recently evolved lysis gene E and scaffolding 
gene D (Fig. 4d) enables the phage to lyse its host and 
release virions more efficiently1,2.

Overlap of ncRNA with protein-coding genes
Another important and highly abundant type of 
overlap within genomes is between non-coding RNA 
(ncRNA) genes and those of proteincoding genes. 
Shared sequence overlap may be between the mature 
ncRNA transcript region and the CDS region of mature 
proteincoding mRNA or it may only occur between  
5′ and/or 3′ UTR regions of the transcripts.

In prokaryotic genomes, ncRNAs are an increasingly 
identified feature84, with cis-encoded antisense RNA regu
lation being a major player in physiological responses84,85. 
Examples of these pairings have demonstrated tightknit 
regulation of expression of the proteincoding gene such 
as in type I toxin/antitoxin systems86 and in Mg2+ tol
erance and virulence87. Interestingly, examples of unu
sually long antisense RNA have also been found, which 
likely hold greater regulatory control functions (such as 
regulation of entire operons) and have acquired their 
own designation as ‘excludons’84,88. Overlapping regu
latory RNAs embedded within the coding sequence of 
bacterial genes can act in diverse regulatory roles89–91. 
Evidence is also emerging that ncRNAs in prokary
otes can contain proteincoding ORFs92,93. For more 
information on prokaryotic overlapping ncRNAs, we  
refer readers to another review84.

In eukaryotes, the sense–antisense overlapping 
transcripts are called cis-natural antisense transcripts 
(cisNATs) and this type of overlap topology is fre
quently found in eukaryotic genomes in convergent or 
divergent relationships (Fig. 1b). CisNATs have regula
tory functions at the RNA level25,94 and the most frequent 
combination is one proteincoding transcript paired 
with an antisense nonproteincoding transcript95 ena
bling enhanced transcriptional and posttranscriptional 
gene regulation96 (Fig. 3e,f). The regulatory roles of 
cisNATs span major biological functions97 but can be 
generalized into protein expression regulation98, splice 
site masking99,100, doublestranded RNAdependent 
mechanisms101,102 and chromatin remodelling103,104. 
Furthermore, due to the cisacting mechanism and 
shared genetic loci, the evolutionary trajectories of both 
genes are closely entwined105,106. As such, interesting 
questions surround their evolution and acquisition, 

Non-coding RNA
(ncRNA). A strand of RNA that 
has been transcribed from 
DNA but does not undergo 
translation. This RNA will 
typically have a regulatory 
function.

Cis-natural antisense 
transcripts
(cis-NATs). Transcribed 
products from the DNA strand 
complementary to a region 
harbouring a sense transcript 
of either protein-coding or 
non-coding genes.
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such as whether one member of the pair arose de novo 
through the acquisition of a promoter or by other 
mecha nisms (Fig. 2). Recently, some overlapping ncRNA 
antisense transcripts have been found to also encode 
proteins11,107, further increasing the complexity and  
constraints of these overlapping interactions.

Many cisNATs have been associated with human 
disease, including cancer progression108–111. For exam
ple, the convergently overlapping WDR83 and DHPS 
genes both encode proteins; together, RNA duplexing 
of their 3′ UTRs results in the concordant increase in 
their transcript stability and protein expression, ulti
mately resulting in increased cell proliferation in gas
tric cancer cells102. In a subpopulation of patients with 
αthalassaemia, the disorder is caused by a chromosomal 
deletion that creates a new gene overlap between HBA2 
and LUC7L, resulting in antisense transcripts from 
LUC7L silencing the otherwise intact copy of HBA2 
through CpG island methylation112.

An emerging feature of many ncRNAs is the pres
ence of internal translationally active sequences termed 
sORFs. These sORFs are commonly defined as an ORF 
that spans no more than 300 nt that, owing to these 
small lengths, have lain hidden within previously 
described ncRNA transcripts113. In humans, 30% of 
sORFderived proteins (also called microproteins) 
identified by mass spectrometry were mapped inter
nally to annotated genes114. Subsequent studies have 
expanded this number using a variety of methods115,116, 
including recent work that systematically uncovered 
hundreds of sORFs. The sORFs were found overlap
ping both internal sequences as well as the start codons 
of annotated ORFs11. Investigations into the function
ality of the overlapping sORFs have implicated many in 
human disease pathology107,117. Furthermore, it is likely 
that many of the ncRNAs found to possess sORFs are in 
fact misannotated and should be redefined as mRNA; 
however, there are examples of RNA that possess dual 
functionality (noncoding and coding), thereby com
plicating classifications118,119. More information on this 
developing area can be found in recent reviews120,121, 
including the inmotion and recent community 
driven initiative to comprehensively define and cata
logue these classes of noncanonical ORFs in major 
databases14.

Overlapping genes in bioengineering
As we have outlined, gene overlaps in natural genomes 
are complex and their true number is only begin
ning to emerge. However, in synthetic biology, the 
reengineering of natural genomes is well under way. 
Synthetic biology uses raw genetic material from 
diverse sources within heterologous systems to cre
ate new metabolic pathways122, enzymatic activities123, 
orthogonal transcription124,125 and translation initiation 
systems126,127, and complex genetic devices128,129. As such, 
the functional characteristics of overlapped genetic ele
ments are becoming increasingly important to under
stand. Furthermore, the field of synthetic genomics 
is rapidly rebuilding entire genomes from the ground 
up (for example, E. coli130 or the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae131), with important choices to be made 

during the design stage for how to deal with overlapping  
sequences132.

Refactoring overlapping genes. Genome refactoring is 
a process of reorganizing gene architecture by refor
matting the underlying sequences while maintaining 
functionality133. With the aim of increasing modularity, 
refactoring is often used to remove overlaps between 
genes so each is encoded on a separate piece of DNA. 
The effects of removing overlaps by encoding CDSs into 
their own distinct sequence regions may disrupt regu
latory elements, such as promoters, or important RNA 
secondary structure elements as well as translational 
coupling from stop–start overlaps. Genome refactoring 
was pioneered with the bacteriophage T7 (ReF.133) but 
is now commonly applied to biosynthetic gene clusters, 
where the aim is to exert transcriptional and translational  
control over the cluster in a heterologous host122.

Over the past 15 years, a number of genome engi
neering projects that modified overlapping CDSs and 
gene 5′ or 3′ UTRs have resulted in losses in viability  
and efficiency in the final bioengineered product133–137. 
For example, removing CDS overlaps in the bacterio
phage T7 resulted in infectious virus yet significantly 
reduced fitness133. Subsequent work using serial passaging 
and selection for high growth rate over 100 generations 
was able to show substantial fitness increases similar to  
preadapted wildtype levels138. Similarly, a project  
to ‘decompress’ bacteriophage φX174 had the explicit 
aim to test the essentiality of CDS overlaps134. While cod
ing potential was retained (Fig. 5a), this refactoring led 
to numerous phenotypic defects, including a substantial 
reduction in burst size and lower attachment efficiency, 
along with large changes in levels of several essential 
assembly and replication proteins produced during the 
infection cycle139.

The first complete refactoring of a complex bio
synthetic cluster involving overlapping CDSs involved 
moving the nitrogen fixation cluster of Klebsiella oxytoca 
into E. coli140. This process involved rebuilding the entire 
gene cluster from the bottom up, with the removal of 
nonessential CDSs, codon optimization and disruption 
of six CDS overlaps (Fig. 5b). In a subsequent, larger pro
ject, the group refactored the Salmonella pathogenicity 
island 1 to isolate and control production of the type III 
secretion system141. The refactoring disrupted eight CDS 
overlaps potentially involved in translational coupling 
and totalling 90 bp in length. Interestingly, the team dis
covered that the spaO gene contained an inframe alter
native start site at a GTG codon, essentially an inframe 
overlapped CDS141. In both the nitrogen fixation cluster 
and the type III secretion system, potential functional 
deficiencies caused by the removal of CDS overlaps and 
translational coupling were compensated through care
ful empirical tuning of the individual ribosome binding 
sites (RBSs) and transcriptional regulation140,141.

Other smallerscale refactoring projects have targeted 
overlapping CDSs specifically to remove engineering 
limitations. For example, the gene overlaps in the dbz 
operon in Rhodococcus erythropolis, which is used to 
remove sulfur and upgrade petroleum, were removed 
to relieve a bottleneck in the efficiency of the process. 

Refactoring
The reorganization of biological 
systems or pathways with the 
goal of improving the ease  
and predictability of future 
engineering efforts. The 
process often involves 
removing CDS overlaps and 
changing regulatory sequences.

Biosynthetic gene clusters
A physically clustered group of 
two or more genes that encode 
a biosynthetic pathway for the 
production of a specialized 
metabolite.
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Through rational design targeting the ratelimiting 
enzyme of this operon (DszB), removal of the overlap 
of the start and stop codons of dszA and dszB CDSs 
resulted in a 12fold increase in desulfurization activity 
over the wildtype operon142. Similarly, M13 phage CDSs 
VII and IX are naturally overlapped, limiting our ability 
to use the P9 protein for phage display. Removal of the 
CDS overlap solved this problem, although it resulted in 
a 1.4fold decrease in phage infectivity143.

Beyond refactoring gene clusters, entire cellular 
genomes have now been refactored. During the design 
of the synthetic yeast chromosomes in the Yeast2.0 pro
ject, 15 instances of ORF overlap were identified where 
the desired TAG>TAA stop codon swap would have 
altered the codons of a verified ORF; however, details 
of how each instance was specifically addressed was 
not reported144. An E. coli genome engineering project 
to replace all 321 instances of TAG stop codons with 
TAA encountered several instances of CDS overlap 
where replacement might affect one of the partners. 
The first instance was the convergent overlapping  
yegV and yegW CDSs (both contained TAG stop codons 
in the overlapped region). Fortuitously, conversion of 
both overlapping TAGs to TAA conserved amino acid 
identity of the opposite CDS145.

A more extensive refactoring project to create an 
E. coli with a 61codon genome via the removal of 
two sense (TCG and TCA) and one stop codon (TAG) 
encountered 91 instances of where these codons 
occurred in a region overlapping two CDSs132. If the 
overlapping CDSs were convergent, either silent muta
tions were incorporated or, if otherwise unavailable, the 
CDSs were separated by duplicating the overlap region 
followed by their independent recoding. In instances 
of unidirectional overlap, the CDSs were separated by 
duplicating the overlap region plus 20 bp upstream for 
a synthetic insert. At the start of this insert, an inframe 
stop codon (TAA) was added to terminate translation 
from the original RBS. The result of this sophisticated 
refactoring process produced a viable E. coli albeit 
with a doubling time 1.6x longer than the parent strain 
under standard conditions132. Due to the vast number 
of changes across the genome, it is not possible at this 
time to attribute the slowed growth rate to CDS over
lap disruption, although translational coupling between 
unidirectional overlaps would likely be disrupted by the 
RBS duplication protocol.

Conversely, some studies have taken a more cau
tious approach towards overlapping genes. For exam
ple, in the construction of the widely used E. coli K12 
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single knockout library (Keio collection), deletions of 
dual coding regions were avoided by conserving over
lap regions146. Similarly, in the minimal Mycoplasma 
mycoides genome, instances in which a retained CDS 
(essential or quasiessential) was partially overlapped 
with a CDS to be deleted (nonessential) resulted in the 
overlapping region being retained136.

Applications of engineered overlapping genes. With 
increasing recognition that gene overlaps are func
tionally important and play vital roles within natural 
organisms, the construction of new overlapping genes 
has begun to be exploited in bioengineering. Theoretical 
work has previously shown that the genetic code is flex
ible enough to accommodate artificial overlap of pro
tein domains147,148, and even artificial proteins149, often 
with the stated aim to protect the overlapping CDS 
from genetic drift150 in similar ways to that found in 
viruses71,75,151.

Recently, two methods for generating artificial CDS 
overlaps between a gene of interest and an essential gene 
have been described and empirically tested152,153. The 
Constraining Adaptive Mutations using Engineered 
Overlapping Sequences (CAMEOS) method152 searches 
for available overlaps between the CDSs of an essen
tial gene and a gene of interest to be shielded from 
mutation152 (Fig. 6a). The algorithm uses a twostep 
process that relies on preexisting or newly computed 
statistical models of the protein families that are being 
assessed for overlap. Furthermore, the CAMEOS 
dynamic programming algorithm searches for opti
mal solutions that consider both shortrange (local 
codon usage) and longrange (epistatic) interactions 
while minimizing amino acid changes of the encoded 
proteins. CAMEOS was capable of creating a synthetic 
amino acid biosynthetic gene containing two additional 
outofframe nested essential CDSs. Protein functional
ity was maintained in the encoded enzymes despite up to 
50% nonconservative amino acid changes and runs of 
up to six consecutive amino acid changes. Assessments 
of mutational robustness in the first 30 codons of the 
new CDS overlaps showed that the recodings were able 
to prevent any sequence changes to the nonessential 
CDS over 150 generations of growth, whereas the con
trol CDS without overlap mutated by generation 50. The 
method was also shown to have some promise in the bio
containment of engineered constructs by overlapping a 
toxin gene with a gene of interest. If the engineered CDS 
is transferred to another organism, the toxin CDS will 
either kill the host or there will be a mutation in the toxin 
CDS that also inactivates the engineered CDS, thereby 
ensuring that the enhanced bioengineered phenotype is 
not transferred into the environment152.

The RiBoSor method153 takes a distinct approach to 
create a synthetic CDS overlap to protect a CDS of inter
est from mutation. The algorithm searches for locations 
within a CDS to silently create an outofframe RBS and 
start codon (Fig. 6b). The objective is to create a CDS 
in a different reading frame, called a Riboverlap, that 
runs uninterrupted to the 3′ end of the CDS of inter
est. If stop codons occur that would interrupt the new 
synthetic overlapped CDS, the algorithm tries to silently 

change them. An essential CDS is then fused inframe 
to the newly created CDS just 3′ of the stop codon of 
the CDS of interest. Theoretically, this method should 
be both computationally simpler and more flexible 
than CAMEOS but also potentially less effective at  
constraining mutational pressure on the CDS of interest.

Another engineered genetic architecture taking 
inspiration from natural genomes features a CDS of 
interest directly downstream and overlapping a short 
translated CDS. Importantly, within this short coding 
sequence is the RBS site of the gene of interest that leads 
to a stop–start overlapping codon junction, facilitating 
coupled translation. Originally implemented by plac
ing the trpE/trpD translationally coupled stop–start 
sequence upstream of the human γinterferon gene154, a 
standardized bicistronic device architecture was recently 
created155. The bicistronic architecture results in robust 
and tunable protein expression regardless of the gene of 
interest (Fig. 6c). The success of this approach has been 
demonstrated in several studies155–157. Translational 
coupling in eukaryotes is currently less amenable to 
exploitation due to the mainly monocistronic mRNAs. 
However, there are increasing numbers of polycistronic 
transcripts being documented that suggest that this 
architecture may be useful in eukaryotes if correctly 
implemented158.

Creating organisms with new genetic codes will 
have a profound effect on the exploitation of over
lapping genes in both positive and negative ways. For 
example, removing synonymous coding capacity within 
a genome to free up codons for encoding unnatural 
amino acids132,159,160 will make it difficult or impossible 
to retain existing CDS overlaps that rely on the degener
acy of the second and third codon positions. Conversely, 
engineering ribosomes to decode 4nt codons161,162 will 
also expand the potential for synonymous codons and 
overlapping CDSs. New sixletter and eightletter genetic 
codes163,164 could provide many additional synonymous 
codons for extensive overlapping CDS possibilities. 
However, substantial effort would be needed to create 
the multitude of tRNA–aminoacyl synthetase pairs126 
to make this a reality. A 256codon genetic code would 
allow up to 12 synonymous codons per amino acid, 
greatly expanding CDS overlap opportunities.

Conclusions and future perspectives
In this Review, we sought to highlight gene overlaps 
from a wide variety of genomes across the diversity of 
biology. There has been a vigorous renewal of interest 
in overlapping genes that can be directly attributed 
to recent advances in bioinformatics, sequencing and 
allied proteogenomic technologies. Overlapping genes, 
transcripts and ORFs have been a part of genome biol
ogy from the first sequenced RNA and DNAbased 
genomes2,165; however, their abundance and ubiquity 
have only just come into focus for eukaryotic genomes 
with the advent of recent genomescale measurement 
technologies. From past and present literature, it seems 
clear that the definitions and assessments of overlap 
topology between eukaryotic, prokaryotic and viral 
genomes have been disconnected. It is unclear how 
this discordance arose; however, differing genome 

Bicistronic
A transcript (mRNA) that 
encodes two CDSs.

Monocistronic
An mRNA transcript that 
contains a single CDS.

Polycistronic
An mRNA transcript that 
contains two or more CDSs.
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architecture, biology and researcher fields of interest are 
likely notable contributors. As new technologies, such 
as ribosome profiling, are showcasing, eukaryotes (and 
in particular humans) seem to encode an abundance of 
small and alternative overlapping ORFs6,11,12,14,166 spur
ring excitement in this genome biology. Future work will 
show whether the majority are true functional overlaps 

between proteincoding ORFs, noncoding translational 
regulatory regions or a result of measurement biases.

Going forwards, it would be highly desirable to 
harmonize the definition of gene overlap between 
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses. This would ena
ble true comparisons of overlap topology prevalence, 
more robust evolutionary studies, and highlight any 
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domainspecific mechanisms contributing to overlap 
birth and fixation. One likely reason for the differences 
in gene overlap definition is the transcriptcentric gene 
definition currently dominant in eukaryotes, which 
has not yet been adopted in prokaryote biology. This is 
undoubtedly due to the technical difficulty in defining 
prokaryotic transcripts compared to eukaryotic tran
scripts as well as to its lower emphasis in the field (until 
recently167,168).

In addition to different definitions of gene overlap, 
the way overlapping CDSs in the same loci are treated 
in prokaryote and eukaryote genome annotation is dis
tinctly different. For example, p16INK4a and tumour 
suppressor ARF in humans are considered splice variants 
of the CDKN2A gene despite not sharing any sequence 
identity whereas, if these were found in a prokaryotic 
genome, they would be annotated as different genes. For 
eukaryotes, this is possibly changing with new proposals 
to annotate these overlapping ORFs as different genes 
are currently proposed14.

Lastly, the conventional idea of the monocistronic 
eukaryotic transcript is slowly being eroded64,169 with 
the advent of new research demonstrating transcripts 
harbouring multiple CDSs66,67. Moving away from this 
outofdate convention will encourage researchers 
to pursue new lines of enquiry, such as the biological 

significance of polycistronic arrangements (wellknown 
as operons in prokaryotes), or expanded insights into 
translation initiation.

We also discussed instances where engineered sys
tems can take inspiration from natural overlapped gene 
systems for a variety of applications. Synthetic biology 
and genetic refactoring methods are frequently testing 
the limits of modifying and reformatting gene architec
tures in heterologous and endogenous hosts. We also 
identified future bioengineering research in expanded 
genetic codes that could make engineered gene overlaps 
more accessible and exploitable.

The rapidly advancing area of synthetic genomics, 
where entire genomes are being constructed anew, 
often with radically different topologies and overlapping 
genes disrupted or removed entirely, will require a much 
deeper understanding of genotype–phenotype relation
ships than we currently enjoy. Alternative and expanded 
genetic codes and codondecoding capacity will open up 
new exciting possibilities for the design of extensively 
overlapped genetic systems to resist evolutionary drift 
and add additional functionality to new biotechnologi
cal applications of engineered overlapping genes not yet 
envisioned.
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